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BRAKE FOR STREET RAIL CARS. K, which disengngcs the block and clutch arm, J, from 
That increased filcilitics for eommercll and transporta- the ratchet whe�l j the ratchet is then capable of rotating, 

tion cause grcater inHux of traffic and travel to the prin- but still it is under the influence of the brake block, c. 

cipal streets of large cities is indisputably recognized, The application of the brake block to the hub, D', is 
nnd where the consequent inconvenience of narrow effected by a rod, L, that extends from end to end of the 
thoroughfnros cannot be .corrected, it must be modified, car, and a hand lever projecting up from the platform 
by economizing time. and space. Since the introduction in a convenient position to the driver, with a vibrating 
of street railroads in some of our principal cities, in place yoke plate that �ctuates the hub of the clutch arm, J j . 
of the antiquated stage-coach, the public have experi- the driver has only to move the hand lever to one side 
enced g;eat convenience in the facility of transit-the or to the other to apply the brakes. 
sidewalks are relieved from pedestrians and the center The operation of stopping or starting the car is as 

of the street from vehicles. Space is thus economized, follows:-The driver, when he wishe� to' apply the 
beeause omnibuses are in a great degree abolished j brakes, moves the lever that is attached to rod,. L, which 
while the work heretofore inadequately performed by engages the brake block with the ratchet wheel, D, and 
three of those vehicles is easily accomplished by olle car causes this block to press upon the periphery of hub, D', 
in half t,he time, notwithstanding jt is concentrated and in consequence of the action of the spring, G, the cal' is 
confined to one channel. The cars, being quickly stopped thus gradually stopped. In starting the horses again, they 
by the application of the brake, the most refractory relieve the brake blo�k suddenly, as before de�cribcd, 
horses are immediately arrested. ,and cause the spring to act indirectly upon the car 

We h'cre present to the notice of our readers an ilIus- wheels, so as to propel the car forward when the move
tration of an improved system of brakes, the "".iect rf I ment is kept I1p hy the horses. 

understand that manna covers the whole plant leavee 
and branches. The Arabians have a tradition that the 
manna mentioned by Moses fell from the cloud8 llpon the 
plailt alguI. It is now pretty well understood that the 
natural constituents of plants do change from one sub
stance to another j as the worm becomes the chry
salis and then the moth, so will starch become sugar, 
and sugar turn acid at the plant's behest. 

Sugar is a most excellent and nseful food, a\id the 
., sweet tooth" of youth instinctively induces us to eat 
it at a time of life most befitting the animal economy. 
One quality, however, of sugar renders it most remark
able-the most important of all . ve�etable products to 
man-and that is its convertibility into alcohol or spirit. 
When sugar is dissolved in water in contact with certain 
fermenting su'bstances, or when the sweet expressed juice 
of fruit is allowed to remain exposed for a few days an 
intestine revolution takes place spontaneously-the 
saccharine or sugar disappears, and in its place is fotind 
that all-potent liq uid alcohol. Chemically speaking, the 
phenomenon of this change was the most difficult, the 

most inscrntable of ex
planation j hence the en
ormous research of the phi
losophers for a solution .of 
the problem. 

which is to lessen, to n 

great ex.ten t, the labor of 
stopping ami starting the 
cars on stree� railroads, 
which consists in employing 
the momentum of a car to 
wind up a spring allli apply 
the brakes at the pleasure 
of the driver, and to apply 
. the connternctmg influence 
of the spring when wound 
up to the brakes in such a 
manner that they give the 
cai· a forward impulse 
when relieved, and thus 
overcome the extra powcr 
at present required of the 
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Where the laborers are 
many, the harvest should 
be fruitful j and so it has 
been in this instance. The 
researches into this elixir 
of life, or aqua vi/re, as it 
is termed, have been the 
foundation of the most 
sublime of scienccs
chemical philosophy. As 
we have stated, starch Is 
convertible into sugar, and 

horses in starting from a "dead stanel." For street rail
roml cars these advantages will be more rea(lily felt, as 
the cars are continually stopping and starting to receive 
and discharge passengers, and where passing vehicles fire 
on the track. 

The annexed cut represents the bottom of a street 
railroad car, with t.he system of brakes applied thereto, 
which, with a short description, will be made plain to 
such of our readers as are skilled in this class of inven
tions. 

A i'epresents the flooring of the car body, B, the 
wheels, C, pedestals in which are hung the axles, B', all 
ot which patts are in common with those of the present 
construction for City ·cars. 

On the forward axle arc keyed two bevel gear-wheels" 
.a d, either one of which is kept in gear with a bevel 
gear wheel, b, which engages with a spur wheel (not 
!ho\Vn'i� the engraving) that gives motion to a small 
pinion which, in its turn, actuates the large horizontul 
ratchet wheel, D, with a rapid motion. On the bottom 
of the ratchet wheel, 'D, is fixed a hub, D', having an 
annular' groove in its circumference, in which groove 
plays the brake block, c, and this block is jointed to a 
cuded arm, E, that proceeds to .the rear .of the car and 
connects by a joint to a sliding block, e, which plays 
longitudinally back and forth in a grooved box, F,c and 
which is acted upon by an elliptic spring, G, so as to be 
forced forward. H is a. curved pawl bar that is also 
jointed to the sliuing block, e, and which is acted upon 

by the ratchet wheel, D, simultaneOUSly with the move
ment of the arm, F. Both the bar, H, and 'arm, E, 
pass through, and are guided by the slotted hanging 
brocket, I. 

This comparatively simple improvement is another 
beautiful illustration of the eClploymentof mechanical 
instead of animlll power, the putent f or which was pro
cured throngh the Scientific American l'atentAgcncy, 
and any further lAfonnatron in relation to it. may be 
obtained by addr�ssing the inventors, H. W. Jenks, Jr., 
pnd F. A. Steers, at Providence, R. I. 
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SUGAR. 
Untila comparatively modern epoch, sugar was neither 

considered a luxury nor a necessary of life. It is a 
question whether it was known to the ancients j but Sal
marius in his exercitations upon Pliny, and Matthiolus 
on Dioscorides, lead us to helieve that it was so , and 
indeed, the former usures us that the Arabs have used 
the art of making sugar, as we now ha\'e it, for J\(�arly a 
thousand years. In the Bible, allusions are made to 
"the sweet cane which came f rom a far country j" but 
the cane was not cultivated, and the saccharine mt\tt�r 
was allowed to .ooze out of the rfine itself, and to harden 
like gum. It was known as "Indian salt," and only 
used as medicine, for which purpose, about BOO years 
ago, it began to take the place of honey. 

Our word sugar is  derived from the Arabic sookar, 
but its Latin name is saccharum, now applied to all sweet
tasting fluids. The sugar-cane gr.ows inany hot climate, 
and is supposed to have heen brought into Europe first 
from the interior of Asia to Cypms, thence to Sicily, 
Madeira and the Canaries. The Portuguese and 
Spanish navigators introduced it into the West Indies 
and tropical America, whence we now obtain our sup
plies of sugar. 

There are other varieties of sugar produced by differ
ent plants. Thus, in North America a large propor
tion is extracted from the maple tree, and in France 
froin the beet-root. Sugar in plants is analogous to fat 
in animals j as if it were th.e end a plant had in view by 
its vitality to produce and lay up in store within itself
sugar j hence, the subsel'vience of plants to man in this 
case is self-evident. Nearly every flower-cup contains a 

this often takes place wi,thout our cognizance. Po
tatoes consist of nearly all starch j when ... frosted" 
they become sweet, the starch turns to sugar. Nearly 
all seeds contain starch j and when they c begin to, ger
minate, the starch becomes sugar, fit food for the 
young plant till it has acquired leaves j thus barley 
is made to grow. In the' hands of the maltster the 
starch in the barley becomes sugar j the oonversion 
of this m3.lt into liquor, whisky, &c., is then the new 
garb of sugar. 

The following arc the approximate quantities of sugars 
produced annually in different parts of the world:
Cane sugar, 25,000,000 cwts. j beet root sngar, 
3,250,000 cwts. j palm sugar, 2,000,000 cwts. j 

maple Bugar, 405,000 cwts. j manna and honey, 10,500 
CWIS. 

SEl'TlMUS PIE SSE. 
. .  -

WHALE LEATIlER.-Squeezing oil out of stone coal 
was a thing to be thought of as n mhacle that might 
some day convert the heathen; but to get shoe leather 
from the skin of a whale is so reasonable a probability, 
that one is amazed it should not have been long ago 
attempted. A Frenchman has obtained a patent for 
whale leather, and . remarkably pliant stuff it is. The 
skin is so thick that, after remo"ing the inner portion, 
which is spongy; the rem' indcr is split to make it of the 
usual shoe thickness. It is remarkably tOllgh, but as 
80ft as buckskin, and it repcls water well. The Yankee 
boot is most miserable j the leather is spoiled by bad 
tanning and worse working-up. This makes an unfnir 
relation between supply and consumption, which it will 
need all the whales of ocean to equalize. The discovery 
comes at a time when land leather is growing allirmingly 
'scarce j anel we behold in it a beautiful provision of Pro
vidence, only excelled by the discovery of coal oil at a 
juncture still more critical in the history of human Pl'O- ' 
gress. 

_Ie. 

J is a clutch arm that is capabie of moving up or down 
on the ratchet wheel CD) shaft, but which will ullow this 
shaft to turn in· it freely until it  is clutched with the 
ratchet wheel, D, where it  then fixes the block, c, tothe 
ratchet wheel and causes the block to turn with this 
wheel and compress the spring, G, which opflrati.on brings 
the wheels gradually to a stand still, and the pawl bar, 
II, kee,ps the spring, G, in this cempressed state until it 
is relieved from the ratchet wheel, D, in stnrting the 
horses by an arrangement of levers that are connected to 
the draught pole, g, which levers merely disengage the 
pawl from the w'heel, D,. when the spring, G will throw 
the break block, c, around to its normal position. 

minnte portion 'of sugar, which, being gathered by bees, TROWS' CITY DlR.:cTORY FOR IS60 .. -The seventy
we are familiar with as honey, the peculiar flavor of fourth annual" New York City Directory," has jnst becn 
which depends upon the blossoms it is taken from. published by Mr. John F. Trow j H. Wilson compiler, 
Gmpes are so full of sugar that, w hen dried, white crys- No. 50 Green-iltreet. It contains over 1,000 pages, and 
tals of it are found within the fruit, and which may be 150 303 names'-an increase of 2,918 more than the 
seen when resins are cut open. voi�m:e of last. year. It is the most useful book for 

After the brake block is applied to the hub, D', it is 
carried one quarter round and stopped by a wedge bar, 

Manna is a kind cl sugar which exudes from certain , business men publishe(l in the city, and the present voJ� 
plants (algtH:) as we, see gum does from plum-trees in ume is in many feat!lres the best that has ever been 
our gardens j but the analogy is not correct unlel!ll we issued. 
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